The RPS-500S can support one display 37" to 70". This rollabout stand has many standard features which make installing and using videoconferencing quick and easy. The RPS-500S has sleek contemporary lines with one adjustable height shelf and adjustable height camera platform.

**RPS-500S**

**INNOVATIVE ROLLABOUT STANDS**

**DIMENSIONS:**

Load Capacity: 300 lbs

**FOOTPRINT**

Width - 36"
Depth - 26 1/2"

**UNIT**

Height - 60 1/2"
Rack Width - 19"

**SHELF**

Depth - 15"
Width - 17 1/2"

**SHIPPING BOX**

Length - 58"
Width - 27"
Height - 10"
Ship Weight - 80 lbs

The most **FEATURES** on the market:

- Standard 10RU 19" rack mount bracket
- One adjustable shelf
- Adjustable screen height
- 5" Dual wheel casters, 2 with brake
- Integrated adjustable v/c camera platform
- Easy rollabout design
- Integrated universal screen mount system
- Durable powder coat finish
- Cable management trays for clean wiring
- 6 Port surge protector
- 100% Solid steel construction

Choose your **OPTIONS**:

- Additional accessory shelf (RPS-AS5)
- AmpliVox® Speaker module (PSM-200)**
- Heavy duty 6" caster upgrade
- Revolabs® Shelving System available in various configurations for Revolabs wireless microphone systems integration

*Please call your AVTEQ representative for applications larger than 70"

** Not Intended for International use

---

**Available for immediate shipping**

Ask about customized design and prototype capabilities

---

Furniture Engineered For Today's Technology